Name:
LIB/HRT/HST 319 Peer Review of Recorded Presentations:
Students must assess the presentations and reflect on what they learned. Students will be required to
integrate this analysis into their final reflections. Professor McKee will provide students a photocopy of
the reflection on the last day of class (Week 15, Lecture 30) in order to facilitate students’ incorporation
of the text into their final course assignment. The final reflection assignment will be discussed in class
during Week 14, Lecture 28. This assignment is 10% of students’ final grades.
Below you will be asked to assess each group presentation and provide critical, constructive feedback.
Please keep the following guidelines in mind:
o Exceptional: Focused and coherently integrates examples with explanations or analysis;
Demonstrates awareness of its own limitations or implications; Considers multiple perspectives
when appropriate; Reflects in-depth engagement with the topic.
o Satisfactory: Reasonably focused; Explanations or analysis are mostly based on examples or
other evidence; Fewer connections are made between ideas, and though new insights are offered,
they are not fully developed; Reflects moderate engagement with the topic.
o Underdeveloped: Mostly description or summary, without consideration of alternative
perspectives, and few connections are made between ideas; Reflects passing engagement with the
topic.
o Limited: Unfocused, or simply rehashes existing sources; Displays no evidence of student
engagement with the topic.
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GROUP 1:
Title: The timeline has a creative title that accurately describes the material and is easy
to find
Quality of Content: Includes a comprehensive and varied collection of important
dates and events; No major details are excluded; Events are clearly described using
accurate and vivid language; The overall appearance of the timeline is pleasing and
easy to read
Visual Presentation: Layout is consistent; Creators demonstrate a deep and
thorough understanding of all technology and the chosen tool design process as
required to create a masterful and professional project; Makes excellent use of font,
color, graphics, effects, etc. to enhance the timeline
Grammar and Mechanics: Punctuation, spelling, and capitalization are correct
throughout; No errors
TOTAL

________/1
________/5

________/3

________/1
________/10

COM M EN TS FOR GROUP

REFLECTION : W H A T DID YOU LEA RN ?
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GROUP 2:
Title: The timeline has a creative title that accurately describes the material and is easy
to find
Quality of Content: Includes a comprehensive and varied collection of important
dates and events; No major details are excluded; Events are clearly described using
accurate and vivid language; The overall appearance of the timeline is pleasing and
easy to read
Visual Presentation: Layout is consistent; Creators demonstrate a deep and
thorough understanding of all technology and the chosen tool design process as
required to create a masterful and professional project; Makes excellent use of font,
color, graphics, effects, etc. to enhance the timeline
Grammar and Mechanics: Punctuation, spelling, and capitalization are correct
throughout; No errors
TOTAL

________/1
________/5

________/3

________/1
________/10

COM M EN TS FOR GROUP

REFLECTION : W H A T DID YOU LEA RN ?
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GROUP 3:
Title: The timeline has a creative title that accurately describes the material and is easy
to find
Quality of Content: Includes a comprehensive and varied collection of important
dates and events; No major details are excluded; Events are clearly described using
accurate and vivid language; The overall appearance of the timeline is pleasing and
easy to read
Visual Presentation: Layout is consistent; Creators demonstrate a deep and
thorough understanding of all technology and the chosen tool design process as
required to create a masterful and professional project; Makes excellent use of font,
color, graphics, effects, etc. to enhance the timeline
Grammar and Mechanics: Punctuation, spelling, and capitalization are correct
throughout; No errors
TOTAL

________/1
________/5

________/3

________/1
________/10

COM M EN TS FOR GROUP

REFLECTION : W H A T DID YOU LEA RN ?
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GROUP 4:
Title: The timeline has a creative title that accurately describes the material and is easy
to find
Quality of Content: Includes a comprehensive and varied collection of important
dates and events; No major details are excluded; Events are clearly described using
accurate and vivid language; The overall appearance of the timeline is pleasing and
easy to read
Visual Presentation: Layout is consistent; Creators demonstrate a deep and
thorough understanding of all technology and the chosen tool design process as
required to create a masterful and professional project; Makes excellent use of font,
color, graphics, effects, etc. to enhance the timeline
Grammar and Mechanics: Punctuation, spelling, and capitalization are correct
throughout; No errors
TOTAL

________/1
________/5

________/3

________/1
________/10

COM M EN TS FOR GROUP

REFLECTION : W H A T DID YOU LEA RN ?
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GROUP 5:
Title: The timeline has a creative title that accurately describes the material and is easy
to find
Quality of Content: Includes a comprehensive and varied collection of important
dates and events; No major details are excluded; Events are clearly described using
accurate and vivid language; The overall appearance of the timeline is pleasing and
easy to read
Visual Presentation: Layout is consistent; Creators demonstrate a deep and
thorough understanding of all technology and the chosen tool design process as
required to create a masterful and professional project; Makes excellent use of font,
color, graphics, effects, etc. to enhance the timeline
Grammar and Mechanics: Punctuation, spelling, and capitalization are correct
throughout; No errors
TOTAL

________/1
________/5

________/3

________/1
________/10

COM M EN TS FOR GROUP

REFLECTION : W H A T DID YOU LEA RN ?
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GROUP 6:
Title: The timeline has a creative title that accurately describes the material and is easy
to find
Quality of Content: Includes a comprehensive and varied collection of important
dates and events; No major details are excluded; Events are clearly described using
accurate and vivid language; The overall appearance of the timeline is pleasing and
easy to read
Visual Presentation: Layout is consistent; Creators demonstrate a deep and
thorough understanding of all technology and the chosen tool design process as
required to create a masterful and professional project; Makes excellent use of font,
color, graphics, effects, etc. to enhance the timeline
Grammar and Mechanics: Punctuation, spelling, and capitalization are correct
throughout; No errors
TOTAL

________/1
________/5

________/3

________/1
________/10

COM M EN TS FOR GROUP

REFLECTION : W H A T DID YOU LEA RN ?
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GROUP 7:
Title: The timeline has a creative title that accurately describes the material and is easy
to find
Quality of Content: Includes a comprehensive and varied collection of important
dates and events; No major details are excluded; Events are clearly described using
accurate and vivid language; The overall appearance of the timeline is pleasing and
easy to read
Visual Presentation: Layout is consistent; Creators demonstrate a deep and
thorough understanding of all technology and the chosen tool design process as
required to create a masterful and professional project; Makes excellent use of font,
color, graphics, effects, etc. to enhance the timeline
Grammar and Mechanics: Punctuation, spelling, and capitalization are correct
throughout; No errors
TOTAL

________/1
________/5

________/3

________/1
________/10

COM M EN TS FOR GROUP

REFLECTION : W H A T DID YOU LEA RN ?
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GROUP 8:
Title: The timeline has a creative title that accurately describes the material and is easy
to find
Quality of Content: Includes a comprehensive and varied collection of important
dates and events; No major details are excluded; Events are clearly described using
accurate and vivid language; The overall appearance of the timeline is pleasing and
easy to read
Visual Presentation: Layout is consistent; Creators demonstrate a deep and
thorough understanding of all technology and the chosen tool design process as
required to create a masterful and professional project; Makes excellent use of font,
color, graphics, effects, etc. to enhance the timeline
Grammar and Mechanics: Punctuation, spelling, and capitalization are correct
throughout; No errors
TOTAL

________/1
________/5

________/3

________/1
________/10

COM M EN TS FOR GROUP

REFLECTION : W H A T DID YOU LEA RN ?
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